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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM
Parent-teacher conferences have been a part of the
educational plan from time immemorial.

Earlier in our

educational history, parents and teacher talking together
about the child was a natural thing.

Each time there was

a community gathering these informal conferences took place.
The practice was discontinued after the rapid increase in
school enrollment and the traditional type of reporting by
report cards.

Recently, however, this technique has returned

to the education scene.
modern school program.

It is now a standard part of the
In 1953 Barr (1:1) stated that

schools had adopted the conference as one means of reporting to parents, either as a supplement to or in lieu of the
report card.
More and more responsibility for the total development of the child is being turned over to outside agencies
by the family.

An untold number of activities formerly

carried on by the family as a unit are now delegated to
agencies such as the church, boy scouts, camp fire girls,
service clubs, and the school.

Of all the agencies, the

school probably has the child the greater amount of time.
D1 Evelyn (7:92) says if the school accepts its responsibility for the personality growth of the child as well as for
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his intellectual growth, close liaison with the parents
becomes a necessity.
There is no wonder way of reporting pupil progress
to parents.

Whatever way or combination is used, everyone

will not be satisfied all of the time.

The parent who is

concerned about his youngster's educational growth ordinarily wants many kinds or reports to come to him in many ways.
Hymes (12:147) states that the race-to-face conference has
many virtues.
The parent-teacher conference might well be education• s answer to a need of closer home-school relations on
a more personal basis.

There is something very important

to be gained by teacher and parents talking directly with
each other.

The home has the child, or the immediate

direction of him, a greater percentage of the time than any
other agency.

The school, second to the home in the direc-

tion of the child, should maintain close relations with the
home for optimal educational benefits.

The total develop-

ment of the child can be guided better with the teacher and
the parents understanding the child as well as each other.
Because of this, the parent-teacher conference becomes more
than a mere technique to report pupil progress in his academic studies.

A close relation between teacher and par-

ents takes into account the child and his total development.
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I.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Reporting pupil progress to parents has been a problem of major concern to educators for many years.

The

techniques and methods used have been many and varied.

One

of these, parent-teacher conference, is receiving recent
emphasis.
The purpose of this study was threefold: (1) to
attempt to disclose how frequently and to what extent
parent-teacher conferences are being used as a means of
reporting to and counseling with parents in the elementary
schools of Chelan and Douglas counties in Washington State;
(2) to examine contemporary literature regarding parent-

teacher conferences, and (3) to draw implications about
current practices in Chelan and Douglas counties.
II.

IM.PORTANCE OF THE STUDY

The trend toward use of parent-teacher conferences
is increasing, but schools are slow to put into practice
new techniques.

To the knowledge of the writer, there has

been no research in Chelan and Douglas counties to determine the status of parent-teacher conferences.

D1 Evelyn

stated that counseling is rapidly becoming a recognized
responsibility of the teachers of young children and that
for effective counseling with children understanding between
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parents and teachers is an effective prerequisite
(7:preface).
It was intended that this study reveal information
about parent-teacher conferences that would be valuable to
educators.

It is important to the educators of Chelan and

Douglas counties to know the status and implications of the
parent-teacher conference activity in the two-county area.
For three additional reasons, this is an important study:
(1) interest in parent-teacher conferences is high; (2)
several schools are already conducting conferences; (3) and
a large number of schools are in the process of beginning a
conference program.
Educators will have to carry on a program of continued study and evaluation for understanding and success
of the conferences.

A parent-teacher conference should

never be mistaken for haphazard or superficial chit-chat.
Langdon and Stout (13:4) explain that this talking together
by the teacher and parents has a serious purpose, although
one would hope that the seriousness would never preclude
chuckles of enjoyment over the youngster's performances and
satisfaction in his achievement.
For the following reasons, it is the opinion of the
investigator that study of this problem would be beneficial:
(1) inauguration of a parent-teacher conference program
entails careful study and planning, and (2) continued

5
operation of a conference program entails constant
evaluation and modification.

III.

LIMITATION OF THE STUDY

This study was limited to a specific area, Chelan
and Douglas counties.

Because of school responsibilities

on the part of the writer,, it was impossible to visit every
school and interview every educator c.oncerned in the study.
It was decided that a questionnaire would be used to gather
pertinent data from the elementary principals in the area.
The study was further limited by excluding the one-room
schools of Winton,, Wenatchee Heights,, Stehekin,, Douglas,
Shiloh, Farmer,, Palisades, and Withrow.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Literature in the area of parent-teacher conferences
is becoming more abundant.

Many books, theses, and articles

have been written on the broad topic of reporting pupil progress to parents.

It is sometimes thought that the parent-

teacher conference is just another way of reporting pupil
progress to parents.

On the other hand, indications are

that the parent-teacher conference is more than a new technique to report pupil progress.

The conference is a two-

way street where the parent can learn not only about academic
progress but also the total development of the child.

The

teacher can begin to understand the child and the family.
Four valuable by-products result from the parent-teacher
conference: (1) the home and school are brought closer
together, (2) home-school relations are improved, (3) the
parents know the environment of the school where their child
spends his school hours, and (4) the parent and teacher
become better acquainted.

Langdon and Stout contend th.at

one of the purposes served by parent and teacher talking is
their coming to think of each other as real people rather
than just abstractions (13:12).
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I.

THE NEED FOR PARENT-TEACHER CONFERENCES

With the introduction of the philosophy that the
school is responsible for more than academic development of
the child, report cards were modified to give account of
social, emotional, and physical progress as well as academic.
This new philosophy caused such an upheaval in the make-up
of report cards that the reverberations are still with us.
Many types of marks were tried, such as S and U; plus, check,

and minus; A, B,

c,

D, and F; columns for checking nonnal

progress, marked progress, and improvement needed, and many
others.

The confusion and diversity of reporting methods

led to the need for better reporting and counseling.
The educator is now returning to the idea of the
parents and the teacher talking together about the child.
According to Langdon and Stout (13:1), it is a very natural
thing for the teacher who lives with the child at school and
the parent who lives with him at home to get together to
compare notes.

This is a parent-teacher conference.

One of

the practical features of the conference method is its
adaptability to gradual change without sacrificing its original aims.

D1 Evelyn contends that the parent-teacher con-

ference is not an adjunct to the school program or curriculum but an integral part of it (7:92).

The child, for whom

the school exists, is a part of the school and a part of the
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home.

If the child is a part of the school and a part of

the home, then the natural conclusion follows that discussion about the child is a part of the curriculum.
Children want their parents and teacher to know each
other.

Take, for example, the enthusiasm of a child point-

ing out his teacher at a school affair or a chance meeting
on the street in town.
child's life.

There are two main parts in a

One is at home, and the other is at school.

The parents and teacher talking together will bring these
two parts closer together into a smoother running life for
the child.

It is possible that the teacher will pull the

child this way and the parents will push him another.

With-

out talking together, the parents and teacher run the risk
of never getting together on their pushes and pulls.

Hymes

suggests a philosophy to aid the dilemma, "Accept people as
they are, satisfy needs, and you open up the door to
improvement" (12:153).
The attitudes and relationships learned at home are
manifest in school.

Likewise, the expectations and learn-

ings of the school are taken home.

This can be illustrated

by either problem situation or appropriate behavior.

The

fifth grader who is heard cursing on·the playground doesn't
turn off the language that is common usage at home the
minute he arrives at school.

The father of a. second grader

is appalled to find his son finger painting with a pan of
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oil freshly drained from the family car.

All of these

things, appropriate or inappropriate to the setting, are a
part of the child's living.

The greater understanding a

teacher has of family attitudes and human relationships, the
more effectively he can teach the youngster.

Teachers can

tell parents about happenings at school when the child can
not sufficiently interpret them.

This will give the parents

a better understanding of the school and their child in
relationship to the school.
Most parents appreciate a teacher's interest in their
child, the fact that someone besides themselves are concerned and care about what happens to him.
a different type of concern.

Of course, it is

Nevertheless, the concern is

present, and that is important to the parents.

The parents

may pick up some minute idea of school from the child and
their own memory of their school days.

With the constant

change in education, however, the parents will be confused
by little bits of information brought home by the child.
The teacher, talking with the parents, can fill in the gaps
left by the youngster.

The teacher is in a position to give

more information than the child as well as to tell about
things the child would not have thought important.
In speaking of the need of the parent-teacher conference, Langdon and Stout (13:9} stated that one wonders
whether a teacher can possibly understand a child without
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knowing and talking with his parents.

The "parents" are

just a list of names until the teacher begins to know them
and match Johnny with Mr. and Mrs. Jones or Margie with Mr.
and Mrs. Wilcox.

All the bits of information picked up help

the teacher to know why Johnny does what he does and why
Margie doesn't want to do certain things.

Billy watches

television from the time he gets home until midnight every
night.

He is supposed to do his chores but never gets

around to them.

Mike cannot watch television until his

chores are finished and must go to bed at a reasonable time,
although not the same time every night.

Jennie gets an

allowance but has to account for every penny of it.

Tom

gets no allowance but earns his own money, spending it as he
pleases, with parents giving friendly advice once in a while.
The personal fund of knowledge acquired by the teacher is
invaluable in helping relate the child's reading, writing,
and arithmetic to his out-of-school experiences.

Talking

together is a very important part of the curriculum and can
be helpful to child, parents, teacher, and administrator.

II.

DIFFICULTIES WITH PARENT-TEA.CHER CONFERENCES
Like any other type of reporting, the parent-teacher

conference is not without its disadvantages.
in time, energy, and money.

D1 Evelyn states:

It is expensive
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There are three main dif ticulties in the way of
successful individual parent-teacher conferences in
many schools today. One is lack of training for this
work on the part of the teachers; another is lack of
understanding of the meaning of the parent-teacher on
the part of administrators; and third is a lack of time
and energy on the part of teachers because of heavy
class loads and inadequate provision for such conferences in the regular school program (7:93-94).
Along the same lines, Strang mentions that:
Most of the disadvantages of the parent-teacher conferences arise from faults in the guidance program-teachers who are poorly qualified or unprepared for
their guidance responsibilities, a heavy teaching load
that leaves no free time for conference, inadequate
pupil personnel records, and lack of op~ortunity to
learn the guidance technique they need (16:32).
Parents, too, find weaknesses in the parent-teacher
conference method of reporting and counseling.

Barr lists

eight faults that parents find:
1.

Teachers interrupt before the parent is finished
telling something.

2.

Teachers

3.

Teachers are patronizing.

4.
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tell" the parents what to do.

Teachers build attitudes of resistance in the
· parents.

5.

Parents did not know how long to stay.

6.

Parents could have been better prepared.

1.

Teachers need more training in conferences.

8.

Conference lacks specifics, e. g. "Child is doing
all right" (1:11).
Many different types of parent-teacher conferences

are held.

Despite their difficulties, all are important;

some are more valuable than others.
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III.

TYPES OF

COID~RENCES

Langdon and Stout (13:Ch.XII), among others, mention
that conferences could be classified into three types: (1)
planned or scheduled conferences, (2) incidental conferences,
and (3) telephone conferences.
The planned or scheduled conference is the type that
happens because of a conscious intent that the teacher and
parents should talk together about the child.

A certain

time and place are designated and some thought is given as
to what will be talked about and what is hoped to be accomplished.

This type of conference may serve as a get-

acquainted meeting or it may be used to report pupil progress or exchange information about some problem that has
come up.

Whatever the reason for the teacher and parent

talking together, it is important enough to be thoughtfully
planned.

A great number of planned conferences take place

in schools not purporting to conduct a full scale conference
program.

These conferences are valuable and must not be

overlooked when thinking of the frequency of parent-teacher
conference activity. •It may be initiated by parents,
teacher, administrator, and even the child.

In most cases,

however, the incidental conference is initiated by the
parents or child.
The incidental conference has no set time or place.
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The parents may plan to talk with the teacher at ParentTeacher Association (PTA) meetings, but no previous arrangements or notifications are made.
as an incidental conference.

This is still classified

Usually the parents and

teacher are on some other mission when a chance meeting
opens the door for a chat.

It may be at a super-market,

social affair, or church meeting.
Third is the telephone conference.
times not even thought of as a conference.

This is someConversely,

however, it is more a planned conference than the incidental
conference.

Either the teacher, parent, or principal deemed

it necessary to plan and execute a phone call.

The teacher

is usually the one who initiates this type of conference.
The parents would be hesitaQt to call for the teacher at
school because it would take her away from her classroom.
The face-to-face relationship is absent from this type of
conference.

This can be an asset or a liability, depending

on the circumstances.

Shy parents (or a shy teacher) may

initiate a conference over the telephone when otherwise the
thing discussed would have been put off or never discussed
at all.

After the call, the face-to-face conference may be

a more pleasant meeting than first thought.

The warm

cordiality and interest of the teacher may cause the parent
to even look forward to meeting him.

It is also true that

the telephone serves a more useful purpose after a face-to-

11'
face meeting of the parents and teacher.
each other look like, and this is helpful.

They know what
Facial expres-

sions are gestures, often telling more than words, only
possible in the face-to-face conference.

For this reason

the absence of the person is a liability.
Another asset of the telephone conference is that
parents will voice a complaint over the telephone when they
might not in person.

Since they cannot see facial expres-

sions while complaining, they are not affected by possible
teacher disapproval.

When complaints exist, they should be

expressed, whether by telephone or otherwise.
IV.

PLACES FOR THE CONFERENCE

For the most part, conferences seem to be held in
three places: (1) the school, (2) the home, and (3) chance
meeting places.
conferences.

This is because of the three types of

There is a definite relationship between the

type of conference and the place where they are held.
First, the school conference will be discussed.
Having the conference at school is a big time saver for the
teacher.

When a teacher has twenty-five to thirty-five con-

ferences, time becomes very valuable.

If these conferences

are scheduled during the afternoon over a three-day period,
the teacher can be most efficient.

On the other hand, if

home visits are used, it may take several weeks to complete
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thirty-five con.feI'encea.

There is the advantage, also, of

parents becoming familiar with the school.

For this reason,

it is best to hold the conference in the child's classroom.
The parents can see many details, adding to their understanding of the school.

They can see the place where their

child hangs his coat, where his desk is located, the library
books, bulletin boards, record player, blocks, and many
other things their child has the opportunity to use.

All

this goes to help make up the atmosphere of the school.

If

the conference were held elsewhere, this important aspect
would be missed.

Parents of children new to the school or

just beginning school should see where their child will
spend many of his waking hours.

A conference room in a

relaxed atmosphere would also be a pleasant place to talk
with the parents.

An informal attitude could be acquired,

and the parent, not to mention the teacher, could be put at
ease.

But from a practical point of view most conferences

will be held in the classroom.
In spite of the convenience and advantages of the
conference at school, there are, likewise, disadvantages.
First, the father is usually excluded.

He is working, or

the distance from work to home for a change of clothes, then
to school is too great.

Second, there

ma~

be a large family

at home, preventing the mother from coming to school.

She

may be detained by illness, caring for small children, or by
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many other responsibilities requiring her time.

Conse-

quently, the school conference becomes just one thing too
many and is easily put off or avoided.

Third, some parents

may feel that they do not have clothes good enough to wear
to school or they may feel self-conscious and uneasy in a
strange place.

Even so, state Langdon and Stout (13:269),

the teacher may feel that the school is the place for the
conference and may make every effort to have it there.
Next, the home conference will be considered.

Hymes

contends:
The big thing a home conference can do for the
teacher is to make a child come alive. It can give the
teacher the information needed to tailor-fit the program
to every single child--his interests, his strengths, his
needs (12:135).
A child may be anxious to have his teacher come to
his home.
teacher.

The child may have many "treasurestt to show his
There could be a collection, a new room of his

own, pets, a special play place he is proud of and wishes to
share.

In a situation such as this the teacher has a great

opportunity to study the child.

On the other hand, and

equally valuable in gaining understanding, the child may
withdraw in shyness and self-consciousness.

He may be

ashamed of his environment or fearful of why the teacher is
at home talking to his parents.

At home, the teacher sees

the child in a different setting, one where he is often a
completely different person than at school.

His interests,
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strengths, and needs can be studied by the teacher.
Another big advantage of the home conference is the
greater likelihood of inclusion of the father and perhaps
other members of the family.

Their participation in the

conference could be beneficial, depending on what was being
discussed.

This also can be a disadvantage.

The home may

be charged with emotion, or the duties of preparing an
evening meal may be pressing, or other children can cause
distractions.

The parent may be uneasy about the teacher's

thoughts about the home.
rooms untidy.

Furnishings may be meager or the

A parent may be more concerned about whether

to invite the teacher to stay for dinner than about the
conference concerning the child.
A dinner invitation can be good and bad.

Some

parents feel free and easy about having the teacher as a
dinner guest.

Others will run competition with each other

in providing a special dinner and an excellent, but unnatural, environment.

Still other parents will not wish to

invite the teacher for dinner, but are pressured by the
local customs.

Some teachers accept and enjoy this social

approach to a conference.

Other teachers do not think it

is good and accept no invitations in order to be fair to all
and cause no parental conflicts or anxieties.

Langdon and

Stout give this advice: nwhatever one can do easily and
naturally and whatever makes for the best relationships is
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the thing to do" (13:271).
For two reasons, the home conference is disadvantageous from the teacher's standpoint: (1) the vast amount
of materials and records are not available, and (2) the
teacher is on less secure ground than at school.

Barr (1:2)

maintains that the home conference should be for "getacquainted" purposes primarily.

The home conference may

lead to one at school, but then a school conference may open
the door to one at home.

Only those planning the conference

can decide which should come first or if both should be held.
The practices will, and probably should, vary from community
to community.
Finally, the chance meeting place also has good and
bad features.

A chance meeting place may be anywhere: a

filling station, bus stop, church, club, PTA meeting, social
affair, and many more.

Four good features of the chance

meeting place are: (1) shy parents who are not likely to
attend a scheduled conference may relax and become better
acquainted with the teacher, (2) it is an opportune time to
plan a conference where and when more suitable circumstances
exist, (3) the parents or teacher may have a bit of information or a question that would not justify a full appointment
for a planned conference, and {4) many times the parents and
teacher will talk more freely and get better acquainted when
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there is no necessity to talk at all.

Two bad :features or

the chance meeting place are that (1) the lack of privacy
prevents the teacher and parents from discussing some problam fully and (2) the lack of time prevents any required
lengthy discussion on a topic.
and cannot talk long.

The parent is on some errand

Likewise, the teacher may be in a

hurry.
The writer repeats, this chance meeting is an opportune time to plan a conference when and where more suitable
circumstances exist.
chance meeting.

This is the chief advantage of the

Langdon and Stout observed that:

The actual place is of less moment than that it be
convenient for those concerned and that all should be
comfortable and at ease. Wherever this is best accomplished is the place to be chosen. Both school and home
have advantages and disadvantages. After one considers
the pros and cons, it boils down to doing vilat seems
best in the school where one is teaching and for the
particular interview one is going to have (13:267).

V.

TIME OF THE CONFERENCE

Several ways have been devised in arranging time for
the parent-teacher conference.

According to D'Evelyn, "The

conference must become a part of the regular program, and
time must be set aside for the various school activities"

(7:92).

Some ways of providing time in the school day are:

(1) a "floating 11 teacher, regularly appointed for special
scheduled substitution, will take the class for the regular
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teacher, (2) a preparation and counseling period is provided
at some grade levels in school, (3) the class may go to
industrial arts or physical education class with another
teacher, and (4) school can be dismissed early for several
afternoons during conference time.

The conference held dur-

ing the day is the most satisfactory from the teacher's
standpoint as to time, environn1ent, availability of materials
and records.

Nevertheless, disadvantages exist.

Schools

may not be able to afford a "floating" teacher on the staff.
Transportation schedules may not permit early dismissal.
Pupil load may not permit preparation periods and, as such,
becomes an important determinant in parent-teacher conferences.

A teacher with an overload may find conferences

quite a burden.
The best counseling with parents can be done when the
child is still in the formative years accompanying kindergarten and primary attendance.

The optimum class size is a

debatable subject, but for these years D1 Evelyn says:
No class should exceed twenty pupils if the teacher
is to gain a thorough knowledge of the individual needs
of each pupil and do a satisfactory job of parent
counseling (7:92).
Valuable conference time can be saved, however, if a
preview group conference is held at a PTA meeting or at a
special meeting.

Room-level group conference techniques may

be used to discuss such items as curriculum, marking, room
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routine, and the purpose of the conference itself.

Here is

the opportunity for adult education on school policy and
practices.

These meetings held at the beginning of the year

provide a good time to tell parents about the plans for this
grade.

Sometimes teachers hesitate to have these fact-

giving meetings because they do not want to do all the talking.

But Hymes claims, "A straight story right from the

shoulder, spelled out in all of its detail, is exactly what
people want and need" (12:96).
~

school-day conferences.

These are sometimes

telescoped into a tight schedule of fifteen to thirty-minute
duration, one right after the other.

This conservative use

of time is usually utilized with the afternoon dismissal
technique.

There is a danger that the teacher's responses

will become tJt:ereot.yped by the rapid progression of the conferences.

On the contrary, this might be overcome by the

differences in parent

perso~alities

and by the teacher

refraining from doing all the talking.

It wi 11 also help

avoid stereotype if the group conferences have been held
over many of the common problems, leaving the school-day
conference more clear for unique, individual points of
discussion.
The after-school conference.

This is the most common.

This conference is held immediately after the regular
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dismissal time.

Two or three may be scheduled each day.

From the teacher's standpoint, it is not a good time.
has just finished with a full day of teaching.

She

She is tired

and possibly still has planning to do for the next school
day.

From the parent's standpoint, it is not a good time.

The parent may have kept the conference appointment on the
way home from work, with home responsibilities innnediately
at hand and pressing.

The environment of the school is not

at its best at this time of the day.

Disturbances could be

frequent by students or custodial help entering and leaving
the room.
The

~

conference.

When this conference is used,

the time is set according to the convenience of the parents.
This will usually be in the evening or on Saturdays.

The

advantages and disadvantages of the home conference were
discussed earlier.

This conference will cause the teacher

to sacrifice personal time, but some schools require at
least one home visit per pupil during the year.

The know-

ledge of the child and his home gained is so extensive that
teachers will ·usually be willing to use personal time for
the home conference when necessary.
As the conference programs gain acceptance and the
rich dividends are recognized, "sacrifice" of time by
teachers and administrators will become more usual.
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VI.

LENGTH OF THE CONFERENCE

Directly connected with the time for the conference
is its length.

The practice seems to be that conferences

vary from fifteen minutes to an hour, the average being
about thirty minutes.

If it is up to the teacher to termi-

nate the conference, tact should be used.
should not exist.

A hurried feeling

This will cause a parent to be uneasy and

hesitant about asking questions and giving information.
Likewise, the conference should not be extended so long that
it becomes wasteful of time.

If the teacher is responsible

for terminating the conference, she soon learns to detect
all the little cues enabling a timely and tactful conclusion.
A "cushion of time," is recommended by Langdon and
Stout (13:276) between closely scheduled conferences.

This

allows a teacher to conclude a conference with poise.
Teachers frequently imply that time is a premium on
their jobs.

The writer has experienced a technique that

saves time and also relieves the termination responsibility
from both teacher and parents.

It is this.

The parent is

encouraged to come for the appointment a half hour early for
coffee in the library.

A PTA committe handles this responsi-

bility, freeing all teachers to be in their rooms.

A PTA

member, having a schedule of all conferences, escorts the
parents to the teacher.

Both teacher and parent know the
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time the conference should end to make way for the next parent who is also escorted to the teacher.

Thus, the PTA mem-

ber, usually knowing most parents, is actually the one terminating the conference.

After a little experience with this

type of conferencing, the teacher becoDBs skilled at putting
the parent at ease and ve-ry quickly getting to pertinent
points.

The teacher also becomes skilled at judging the

time, without clock watching, and makes sure of covering all
required points.

Parents seem to enjoy the social coffee

hour before the conference and appreciate the professionalism
surrounding the conference program.
One could set up standards for the length of the conference, but it all boils down to doing what the teaching
staff, parents, and administrators mutually agree should be
done in each particular community.
VII.

SCHEDULING THE CONFERENCE

Scheduling techniques will naturally vary from community to community.

The first step in scheduling is pre-

paring the parents for appointment notices.

The second step

is the actual notification of the appointment.
First, the appointment should not be a surprise to
the parents.

A note sent home with the child for a con,f er-

ence to be held in the next day or two will not meet with
much success.

One must be considerate and thoughtful of the

parent's time and obligations.

A good way to prepare par-

ents is for the principal to speak about them at an early
PTA meeting, or tell of their importance and imminence in
an opening-of-school bulletin, or in a weekly bulletin if
there is one.

If the conference program is not school-wide,

a teacher can send a letter to all of the parents a few
weeks before the beginning of the conferences in her room.
Whatever the method, parents should be forewarned about
actual appointments.
Second, the actual notification of the appointment is
usually done in four ways.

(1) A note can be sent with the

child giving the parents a few choices of times to come.
confirmation should be asked.

A

(2) A letter somewhat similar

to the first method is mailed home and a confirmation asked
by mail, phone, or note.

(3) The telephone and chance meet-

ings are another way of making an appointment.

The teacher

should be careful to write down the time when making this
type of notification.

It would be embarrassing to have a

parent show up, the teacher having forgotten the appointment.

(4) Bulletin appointments are most commonly used when all
parents are to be scheduled.

This is handled by the princi-

pal who coordinates the overall schedule and gives the
teachers' appointment sheets to them.

As in the other three

methods, a confirmation is asked for the assigned time or an
alternate time suggested by the parents.
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This method of scheduling is particularly suited to
those parents having several children in school.

The prin-

cipal, in preparing his teachers• schedules, can give simultaneous appointments to these parents, thus rendering a real
service.

For example, families with five or six children

are scheduled first, families with four are scheduled next,
and so on until the two's and one's are used to fill our the
schedules.

Having all parents come to school gets rid of

the old stigma that a call to school means the child is in
trouble.

Much is to be gained when a teacher can talk with

the parents of a child who is "doing all right."

Everyone

can stand improvement, and this may well open the door with
a potentially difficult parent.

Also, a sincere compliment

never hurts anyone and often does wonders for home-school
relations.

These and other techniques of conducting the

conference are valuable aids to a teacher or a whole staff
beginning a conference program.
VIII.

GUIDELINES FOR CONDUCTING THE CONFERENCE

A well-prepared teacher will usually have successful
conferences.

A well-groomed, well-poised teacher leaves a

favorable impression on the parent.

A quantity of informa-

tion about each child should be available.

The inforination

will include his quality of performance, his ability level,
examples of his work, interests, an indication of his ability
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in relation to the rest of the class, anecdotal records,
test data, and other items of information pertaining to the
child.

The teacher should know other information the parent

may want.

Questions may arise about bus routine, absences,

school lunch, curriculum and teaching methods.

It is impor-

tant that teachers be able to satisfactorily answer such
questions.

Staff meetings held before conference time can

put teachers on secure ground and assure a common philosophy.
The last contact some parents have had with teachers
was as a pupil, and they may still have the pupil-teacher
relationship within them.

Whatever their contacts, the par-

ants need to know the exact nature of the conference.

The

old fear of trouble when one is called to school by the
teacher or principal has not been completely dispelled.

The

parents should not approach the conference with fear.
As was mentioned in the section on Time of the con-

-

- -

-

ference, the group conference technique is an effective
method of preparing parents for the individual conference.
At this group conference, prior to individual conference
time, a groundwork should be laid.

The teacher can explain

such things as what the scope of work will be for the year,
how standarized tests are used, and the general routine of
the day.

The idea should be instilled in the parents that

the individual parent-teacher conference is a two-way process.

Barr states that parents can make the conference more
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useful by furnishing some of the following information:
1.

Relationship of the child to other children in the
family or neighborhood.

2.

Relationship to adults in the family and the
neighborhood.

3.

Types of free play activities and interests he
selects.

4.

Emotional reaction in the home to frustrating
experiences.

5.

Emotional reactions to other experiences such as
radio, television, visitors in the home.

6.

Expressed attitude toward school.

7.

Hobbies and interests of all members of the family.

8.

General health conditions.

9.

Unusual experiences that may have affected the
child, such as travel, absence of one or both
parents, illness of child or members of the family,
death, clinical help.

10.

Other institutions which may have an affect on the
child, such as church, community play groups, or

Y.M.O.A.
11.

General neighborhood in which the child lives (1:5).
A teacher can improve the conference and become

skilled in conferencing by following a set of guidelines.
Some schools provide teachers with a guidebook on conference
techniques.

D'Evelyn says:

Successful counseling depends on the relationship
between the parent and the teacher. It must be a
relationship that permits the parent to express his
thoughts and his feelings with the knowledge that he
will be listened to and understood by a sympathetic
and accepting person, who in understanding and accepting helps him in turn to understand and accept both
himself and his child (7:97).
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In order to establish this relationship between parents and teacher, D'Evelyn lists several guidelines for
teachers in conducting the conference.

They are:

1.

Responsibility for the success or failure of a conf erence rests primarily with the teacher. I t is
well to remember that success is relative, and each
conference must be judged according to its own
circumstances and results.

2.

It is well to arrange for no interruptions during a
conference. Nothing is more disturbing to the
serious efforts of trying to think through a problem
than to be interrupted at a crucial moment.

3.

It is easier to build a cooperative relationship if
the teacher is not seated behind a desk. Behind a
desk the teacher is in the place of authority, not
partnership.

4.

The teacher's greeting should be friendly and
relaxed. If he is hurried or tense, the parent will
know it. It is difficult to discuss a problem with
someone who looks as if he wished you were not there,
or would soon leave.

5.

Listen, and then listen some more. The teacher did
not invite the parent in to deliver a lecture to him,
but to get, as well as to give, help. Encourage the
parent to talk, and then listen to what he has to
say (7:9.5).
Listening is an important skill, one that more

teachers should improve.

Because of the nature of the

teachers' work, it is hard to cultivate this skill.

Barr

(1:11) says that lack of listening by the teacher is one of
the weaknesses parents find in the parent-teacher conference
program.

6.

D1 Evelyn continues:
Find out how the parent is thinking and feeling about
his child. This is important, because the teacher
cannot understand the child's behavior until he knows
the parent's attitude.
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7. If a parent says he is worried about his child's
behavior, follow through. Find out why he is
worried. The teacher should not assume that he
knows why. He and the parent may not feel the
same about the child.

a.

If a parent gives what he thinks is the reason for
a child's behavior, accept it, and lead the discussion on to the consideration of other possible
causes. Behavior is the result of many causative
factors, not of one.

9.

If a parent suggests a plan ot action, accept it if
at all possible to do so. It is better for the parent to try it than for the teacher to force one of
his own. One of the goals in parent counseling is
to try to get the parent to take the initiative.
If the parent's plan fails, it's always possible to
suggest others that may strike nearer to the root of
the difficulty.

10.

If the parent cannot suggest reasons for the child's
behavior, or plans of action to deal with it, the
teacher might suggest alternatives for joint consideration, "This might be a possibility, What do you
think? You know all the facts of the situation better than I do." Or, "We might try this and see what
happens. It may take us a while to find the source
of the difficulty." Such an approach makes the parent a participator in the final decision for tentative plans, and leads to discussion that helps him
to accept the plan as his own.

11.

It does not help to argue with a parent. Arguing
will arouse resentment and resistance {7:96).
Cooperation, good home-school relations, and the

interests of the child are the main objectives of the parentteacher conference.

An argument between the parents and

teacher usually loses sight of these objectives and serves
no constructive purpose.

D1 Evelyn lists additional guide-

lines, saying:
12.

It is better not to assume that a parent wants help
or advice. Such assumption usually brings resistance,
because it implies a form of criticism.
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13.

Most parents cannot be objective about their own
children. Therefore, do not criticize, either
directly or indirectly. Criticism is fatal to the
building of a cooperative relationship.
Avoid giving direct advice when the parent gives a
statement of his problem and then leans back, saying, "Tell me what to do." Let any advice or
suggestions grow out of mutual discussion and a
growing insight on the part of the parent into the
reasons for the behavior.

1.5. Do not get ahead of the parent in his thinking.

In other words, the teacher should not try to push
his thinking onto a parent before the parent is
ready to see it throush a process of discussion
and mutual thinking.

16.

Try to be aware of sensitive spots, and avoid
embarrassing the parent by noting facial expressions, gestures, and voice. These all give a clue
to the parent's emotions.
Be accepting. That is, accept anything the parent
tells you without showing surprise or disapproval.
If the teacher cannot do this, he will not get an
honest picture of the parent's attitudes and
feelings (7:96).
This is an especially good point.

Parents usually

want the approval of their child's teacher.

They watch the

teacher closely to see if approval is being reflected by her.
A teacher who overuses facial expressions or gestures might
lead her conferees to reveal only those things she wants to
hear and not those things she needs to know to better understand the child.

D'Evelyn concludes with the two following

guidelines for teachers in conducting the conference:
18.

The teacher should be ready to recognize problems
that are so difficult as to prevent him from giving
sufficient help to the parent. Parents with complex
emotional problems should be referred to the consulting psychologist or guidance specialist on the
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staff, who in turn will refer the individual to a
psychiatrist if there is such need. If there is
no one on the school staff to whom the teacher can
refer, he should try to have available the names of
specialists in the community. In referring, it is
easy to say, "I wish I could help you, but I feel
you need more help than I can give you. I have the
names of two or three consultants if you wish them,
or you may know someone yourself." If the teacher
is in a community where there is no one to whom he
can refer the parent, he can do his best in easing
the troublesome behavior symptoms in the child, but
he should not let the parent become involved in
pouring out his emotions repeatedly. It will not
help the parent beyond giving the temporary relief
of tension that comes from telling your troubles to
any good listener. This relief is necessary, but
unless the teacher can help the parent go on to
constructive planning, he is not giving real help.
19.

It is helpful to try to close the conterence on a
constructive, a pleasant, or a forward-going note,
such as a plan for further consultation, a definite
date for the next conterence, a statement of
encouragement or reassurance, a statement of a plan
for cooperative action (7:97).
It would be well to note that the control of the con-

ference rests with the teacher.

The skillful counselor will

recognize points of digression from the conference subject.
Talk about neighbors, relatives, and other extraneous subjects can be avoided if recognized early.

Areas such as

this may be permitted if they have a direct connection with
the child being discussed.

Each problem of this type must

be judged on an individual basis.

It is the mark of a good

teacher and counselor to be able to make such judgements.
A parent who is reluctant to talk or perhaps shy can be
encouraged by leading questions such as, stHow does Johnny
feel about school?" rather than ttnoes Johnny like school?"
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When a parent does give an amount of valuable information,
the question of taking notes during the conference arises.
Memory is sometimes faulty, especially with one conference following another, and note taking becomes necessary.
Parents may be disturbed if they think a record is being
made of their comments.

Therefore, explaining at the begin-

ning of the conference that the notes are being taken to be
used for summary toward the end of the conference or for
some mutual use, usually will put the parents at ease.

The

parents may also be furnished with a note pad and pencil if
so desired.

A comment like, "Shall we summarize the points

we have discussed and make some plans?" is a good way to use
the notes and also draw the conference to a natural close.
During the conference the teacher should be careful
to interpret information to the parents in a vocabulary
understandable to them.

Such professional terms as "core

curriculum" and "homogeneous grouping" may not mean much to
the parents.

Strang, reporting on the advantages of the

parent-teacher conference says:
In this face-to-face relationship the pupil's progress can be more adequately interpreted; the report
can be personalized still more fully (16:32).
This will be true only if the teacher accurately
interprets the information to the parents.
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IX.

EVALUATING AND RECORDING THE CONFERENCE
After greeting the parents, conducting the confer-

ence, taking the notes, summarizing the discussion, making
plans, and after the parents have left, some evaluation
should be made.

Barr suggests a seven-point check list for

evaluating a parent-teacher conference:
l.

What proportion of the time was used by the teacher
in talking?

2.

Were topics covered pertinent, directly or
indirectly, to the child?

3.

Were proper techniques of the conference observed?

4.

Did both teacher and parents feel comfortable at
the conclusion of the conference?

5.

If repeating conference, what would be done
differently?

6.

What aspects of the conference were most successful?
Why?

7.

What was accomplished? (1:10).
When an evaluation has been made, it should be

recorded for future use.
purpose.

Often a form is provided for this

The form should not be too elaborate or it will

hinder and not aid in recording the conference.

A form con-

taining the name of child, name of teacher, date, with whom
the conference was held, and four main topics is all that is
necessary.

The four topic headings are: (1) points dis-

cussed, {2) information received, (3) plans made with
parents, and (4) attitude of parents.

It is not contended
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that these are the only topic headings that can be used, but
they seem to cover what should be recorded about a parentteacher conference.
Recording is not an end in itself, only a means to an
end--better understanding of the child and thereby better
teaching.

According to Langdon and Stout (13:329), a phrase

or a few cue words under the proper heading will suffice for
the teacher's own use.

For cumulative records complete

sentences would be preferred when communicating to others
who may be reading the report months or even years later.
Under some headings, even in the cumulative record, a phrase
or descriptive word would be all right.

A pen should be

used in recording because penciled notes tend to snru.dge and
become hard to read.

It is best if the teacher can record

the conference as soon as the parents leave.

Since the main

points of the discussion are still fresh in the teacher's
mind, with the aid of her notes a good record can be made.
Often this ideal situation does not exist because of other
conferences.
ever.

Therefore, the notes become more valuable than

When time becomes available to record the conferences

of the day or week, the teacher can reconstruct the discussion and pick out the main points.

Langdon and Stout

(13:331) describe a teacher looking back over some recent
conferences with these quotations: "I am glad I did this,"
or

11 I

wonder if it would have been better if I had done thus
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and so, 11 or 111 wish I had done that. 11

It is during this

time of recording the conference that real evaluation takes
place.

Evaluation and recording, therefore, are so closely

tied together that it is hard to say where one stops and the
other begins.

CHAPTER III
RESEARCH PROCEDURE
I.

Q.UESTIONNAIRE

A survey-type questionnaire was devised to gather
pertinent data regarding parent-teacher conferences from
Chelan and Douglas counties, Washington.

The information

desired could not be well adapted to the "yes-no 11 type of
questions, although it was necessary to use some.

In order

to answer the questionnaire, a respondent was required to
write a word, phrase, or comment on the question.

At the

end of the questionnaire were three questions devised to
indicate the opinion of the respondent in regard to three
types of reporting methods.

With this type of organization,

the investigator was able to discover what is actually being
done and the respondent's opinions as to what should be done
about parent-teacher conferences.
II.

DISTRIBUTION OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE

The questionnaire was distributed and discussed by
the writer at a regular monthly meeting of the Chelan-Douglas
County Elementary Principal's Association.

This group was

very cooperative and their sincere help and concern added to
the validity of the study.

Personal interviews were held
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with some principals in regard to the questionnaire.

Other

principals, because or great travel distance, do not regularly meet with this group.
these principals.

The questionnaire was mailed to

Twenty-six questionnaires were distributed.

All questions asked appear in the context of the results.
III.

TABULATION OF THE Q.UESTIONNAIRE

When the questionnaires were returned, the responses
were tabulated and the comments studied by the investigator.
The principals returned 92.3 per cent of the questionnaires
distributed.

A discussion or the questions and responses

is given in Chapter IV.

CHAPTER IV
PARENT-TEACHER CONFERENCE PRACTICES
As already indicated, this study was conducted to
discover the existing practices regarding parent-teacher
conferences in Chelan and Douglas counties.

In addition to

practices, the opinions of administrators were acquired.
For the sake of clarity in presentation of results, each
paragraph will begin by stating a question from the questionnaire.

The percentage figures used throughout the analysis

will be for the schools responding to the questionnaire.
I.

ITEM BY ITEM ANALYSIS

Are report cards the only regular means used _!!:
reporting pupil progress to Earents? (Question One).
Responses were:

11Yes,"

62.5 per cent; "No, 11 37.5 per cent.

This would seem to indicate that the most schools use only
report cards while a large minority use additional means of
reporting to parents.
~

you have parent-teacher conferences

~

.! part of

your system of reporting pupil progress to parents? (Question
Two).

This elicited: "Yes," 62.5 per cent; "No," 37.5 per

cent.

One's first thought in comparing this with Question

One is that there has been a mistake in reporting or tabulating.

One would think that this answer should be the reverse
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of the first question.

No mistake has been made, but this

non-reversal needs explanation.
"regulartt in Q,uestion One.

The key is in the word

Some principals marked "Yes•• in

both questions because parent-teacher conferences are used
only on an occasional basis as needed.

This was clarified

through telephone or personal interview with the respondents.
The results to Question Two could be more accurately stated
as follows: "Yes," 37.5 per cent; "Occasionally,tt 25 per cent;
and "No, 11 37.5 per cent.

The coincidence of non-reversal of

percentages expected from these two questions should not
confuse the reader.
~

many years

~

conferences in your school?

you

~

using parent-teacher

(~uestion

Three).

Responses

varied within these years as follows:
One year,
Two to four years,
Eight to eleven years,

4.6

per cent;

12.5 per cent;

8.3 per cent;

None,

41. 6

and Occasional,

20.8 per cent.

per cent;

These statistics indicate that 37.9 per cent have been using
conferences from one to eleven years while an additional
20.8 per cent have used them occasionally.

Parent-teacher

conferences are not new to Chelan and Douglas counties.
This also indicates an upward trend in use because 17.1 per
cent have begun their programs during the last four years.
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Another fact to support the trend is that 20.8 per cent now
on an occasional basis planned to install the conference
program in the fall of 1959 on a regular released-time
basis.
~

used~!

what grade levels !:.!:! parent-teacher conferences
means of reporting to parents? (Question Four).

On the basis of answers to the question, one could say that

62.7 per cent of the schools conduct conferences in various
grades from kindergarten through the eighth grade.

A sub-

stantial minority (25 per cent) conduct conferences through
grade six while an additional 16.6 per cent continue the
practice through the eighth grade.

A conference program

from grade one through grade five is carried on in
cent of the schools.

4.6

per

Some schools conduct conferences on

the kindergarten and primary levels only.

They responded as

follows: Kindergarten through grade three,

4.6

kindergarten through grade one,
ten only, 8.3 per cent.

4.6

per cent;

per cent; and kindergar-

The remainder of the respondents

(37.5 per cent) did not indicate their practices.
How often do iou

~

parent-teacher conferences

during the school year? ( Question :£i,i ve).
One time,
Two times,
Six times,

When needed,

Answers included:

8.3 per cent;
20.8 per cent;

4.6

per cent;

20.8 per cent;
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and Not indicated,

41.6 per cent.

The question also asked, "What time of year are the conferences held?"

The majority (20.8 per cent) of schools con-

ducting a regular program hold conferences two times a year,
close to the first and third issuance of report cards.

An

additional 8.3 per cent hold conferences in the fall only.
A substantial percentage (29.1 per cent) hold individual
conferences when needed while 41.6 per cent of the respondents did not indicate when conferences were held.
~ ~

(Q.uestion Six).

87.,5 per cent.

conferences held?

During school day?

Responses were: "Yes," 12 • .5 per cent;

11 No,"

The "No" answers fell into three categories

as follows:
After school hours,
Evenings,

37 • .5 per cent;

8.3 per cent;

and Not indicated,

41.6 per cent.

Comparing the time conferences are held in Chelan and Douglas counties with practices reported in current literature
suggests that their time is about the same as elsewhere.
Most conferences are held after school, while a few schools
have succeeded in getting released time for teachers during
the school day.

An additional 20.8 per cent of the schools

will be added to the released-time category in the fall of
19.59, making a total of 33.3 per cent of the schools on the
released-time basis.
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!£. conferences
school day,

~

~

conducted during the regular

provisions

~

made for

class responsibility? (Question Seven).

~

teachers

!!!.!h

"Early dismissal ot

the entire school and the principal acting as substitute
teacher," was in essence the answer written on 12.5 per cant
of the returns.

The children are dismissed about 1:30 P.M.

and the conferences conducted on a closely scheduled basis.
Tbis practice takes place two or three days in succession,
thereby permitting the teacher to see the parents of practically every child in his room within a relatively briat
period.
In what way
(Question Eight).

~

.! teacher prepare for .! conference?

The answers received in response to this

question can be divided into two categories: (1) teachers'
collection of child's work and records,

54.2

per cent; and

(2) respondents that did not indicate how the teacher prepares for the conference,

45.8

per cent.

The first approach

requires that the teacher take samples of work periodically,
keep anecdotal records, observe the child in different settings, and study the cumulative record folder.

These and

other less tangible ways prepare the teacher for conferences.
When respondents did not indicate their practice, one can
only speculate.

This category probably includes those not

using parent-teacher conferences or, if they were used,
perhaps they did not prepare or it is even possible that
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they may have followed some of the first procedures but
failed to report this practice.
~

is the average duration of

(Question Nine).

~

conference?

Conference practices in Chelan and Douglas

county schools varied as follows:
Fifteen minutes,
~wenty

minutes,

16. 6
12.5

per cent;
per cent;

Thirty minutes,

20.8 per cent;

and Not indicated,

45.8

per cent.

From follow-up interviews with respondents it was found that
the length of conferences is predetermined in
of the schools.

29.l

per cent

Coincidentally, these schools schedule

fifteen or twenty-minute conferences.

The thirty-minute con-

ferences, comprising 20.8 per cent1 were found not to be
closely scheduled.
ference.

This was the average length for a con-

Some conferences, however, last up to an hour,

depending on circwnstances.
~ ~

pupil participate in

(Question Ten).

~

conference?

This question brought responses revealing:

Yes,

o.o

Sometimes,

4.6 per cent;

per cent;

No,

54.2

and Not indicated,

41.6 per cent.

per cent;

These answers indicate that most conferences are between the
teacher and parents with the child playing little or no part.
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The child is sometimes brought in to do some joint planning
and may know the general content of a parent-teacher conference.

He surely knows its content after parent and child

are together following the conference.

Pupil participation

is somewhat below the trend indicated from reading about
practices in other areas.
Is the teacher Erovided with ! Erinted conference
guide? (Question Eleven).

This gave the following answers:

Yes,

20.8 per cent;

No,,

37.5 per cent;

and Not indicated,

41.6 per cent.

A printed conference guide in the hands of a teacher,
suggested by many writers as a good thing,, can be used as a
part of in-service training.

Literature indicates that

there is a lack of guidelines for the teacher to use in conducting the parent-teacher conference.

Some schools, 16.6

per cent, seem to be following the practice of providing
conference guides.

The somewhat consistent appearance of

41.6 per cent "not indicated" might be explained by schools
not using parent-teacher conferences and therefore failing
to indicate a practice.
How do you record parent-teacher conferences?
(Question Twelve).

The following three breakdowns describe

responses to recording practices:
Printed form,

25.o

per cent;
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Not recorded,

29.1 per cent;

and Not indicated,

45.8 per cent.

While a large percentage of schools do not record the conference, 29.l per cent, over half of these reported that
they expect to have a 1'orm for this purpose by the fall of
1959.

This number added to those presently recording the

41.6

conference would make a total of

per cent recording the

conference.
How~

records used?

(Question Thirteen).

Responses

could be classified into only two categories: (1) those used
with cumulative records, 25.0 per cent; and (2) those not
indicating use,

75.o

per cent.

From notations made on the

questionnaires, it was found that the 25 per cent using
cumulative records file the conference report there for
reference throughout the remainder of the school year.

It

is also maintained there for future teachers to study in
their understanding of the child as he progresses in school.
Comparing this answer with the previous answer (Question
Twelve) would indicate that schools who make records and use
forms are fulfilling their obligation in using the records
after they have been made.
Approximately what per cent 2f. parent participation
do

you~?

(Question Fourteen).

Responses fell into

either relatively small amounts or relatively large amounts
of participation as follows:
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Seventy-five,

4.6
4.6
4.6

Eighty-five,

8.3 per cent;

Ninety-five,

12 • .5 per cent;

Five (per cent of parents),
Twenty-five,

4.6

and One hundred,

per cent (of schools);
per cent;
per cent;

per cent.

This range in parent participation is wide.

It can be

explained with reference to Questions Four and Five.

The

grade level where conferences are conducted influenced participation.

Through follow-up it was found that the school

conducting only kindergarten conferences had 100 per cent.
The school using conferences only ttwhen neededn considered
themselves to have only five per cent participation, but
interpretation modifies this when they later reported, "We
hold conferences with only about five per cent of the
students' parents and all of these participate."

There is

a considerable grouping of participation between eighty-five
and ninety-five per cent, with

25

per cent of the schools

being placed in this category.
~

you carried £!!

~

local survey to determine

parent opinion of the parent-teacher conference £rogram?
(~uestion

Fifteen).

Respondents reported:

Yes,

16.6 per cent;

No,

41. 6 per cent;

and Not indicated,

41.6 per cent.
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!£.

how

!!_2.,

~ ~

parents like the program?

their estimates could be judged in terms
~'

£!

If

Excellent,

Fair, .2.!: Poor, please indicate. (Question Sixteen).

The replies broke down into:

5o.o
2.5.o
o.o
25.o

Excellent,
Good,
Fair,
and Poor,

per cent;
per cent;
per cent;
per cent.

These percentages of parent opinion are based on the 16.6
per cent of the schools having carried on a local survey,
not on the total questionnaires returned.

Seventy-five per

cent of the parents surveyed think the parent-teacher conferences very worthwhile.

The

11

2.5

per cent--poor 11 figure

4.6 per cent of the total
the 4.6 per cent becomes one

represents only

schools.

this figure,

school.

Reducing
As was

the one having only five per cent parent participation, it
could represent the opinions of very few parents.

"7.5

The other

per cent--good or excellent" figure contained opinions

of parents in schools having
participating.

After a logical breakdown it would appear

that a figure well above the
conferences.

8.5 to 9.5 per cent of the parents

75

per cent of parents favored

Caution is reserved because of the small

number of schools who have assessed parent opinion.
Are report cards
(~uestion

Seventeen).

~

in addition to conferences?

The answers to this question were:
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54.2
o.o

Yes,
No,

In lieu (of report card),

per cent;
per cent;

8.3 per cent;
37.5 per cent.

and Not indicated,

Almost all of the schools conducting conferences use a
report card as a supplement.

The conference is used in lieu

of report cards in 8.3 per cent of the schools, but even
here the practice is alternated with a report card on every
other reporting period.

Since the practice of issuing

report cards was used first, it could be said that the
parent-teacher conferences are being used as a compliment
to them and not as a substitute for them.
!22_ -y;ou have 2£. would you estimate

~

£!r cent of

parents who prefer parent-teacher conferences? (Question
Eighteen).

Preference percentages were expressed as follows:

Three,

4.6 per cent;

Fifty,

12 • .5 per cent;

Sixty,

4.6 per cent;

Ninety,

4.6 per cent;

No estimate,

16.6 per cent;

and Not indicated,

58.3 per cent.

Preference for the conference is spread over a wide range
with great variability existing from community to community.

An indication towards preferring the conference is suggested
where they have been utilized extensively.

From the returns
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and follow-up there is reason to hypothesize that parent
preference is strongly affected by administrative attitude.
This leads one to believe that still more could be done in
respect to adult education (both educators and parents) as
to the objectives of the parent-teacher conferences.
~

parents

you have ££. would you estimate

~

~

per cent of

prefer report cards? {Question Nineteen).

Results were:
Forty (per cent of parents),

4.6

per cent (of schools);

12.5 per cent;

Fifty,
Ninety,

4.6

One hundred,

4.6 per cent;

No estimate,

16.6 per cent;

and Not indicated,

58.3 per cent.

per cent;

From those responding, the traditional type of reporting
(report cards) still seems to lead over the conference.
Conclusions are difficult because of the large number that
give no estimate of preference or do not indicate a
preference for one over the other.
Do you

~

parents who prefer

.£!: would you estimate the per cent of
~

combination of parent-teacher confer-

ences and report cards?

(~uestion

Twenty).

This question

revealed the following parent preferences from the various
school,s:
Fifty,

4.6 per cent;
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4.6

Seventy-five,

per cent;

12.5 per cent;

Ninety,
One hundred,

4.6 per cent;

No estimate,

16.6 per cent;

and Not indicated,

.58.3 per cent.

When the report card is maintained and the conference added,
there is a definite indication of approval by the schools,

26.3 per cent stating that from fifty to one hundred per
cent of the parents favored a combination of the two methods
of reporting.

People are apparently reluctant to let go of

what they have for something new.

They are, however, will-

ing to try a new method of reporting so long as the older
method is maintained.

Parents like to have "something" with

marks on it to take home.

One could say, however, that a

combination of parent-teacher conferences and report cards
is preferred.
~ ~

f erences

~

brief description of how parent-teacher .£2,!!combined with report cards .!!.! .! way of report-

ing !2, parents.

(~uestion

Twenty-one).

Teachers and parents

individually combine or coordinate the conferences and
report cards in

4.6

per cent of the schools.

In this

instance, all parents were not scheduled for conferences and
an individual interview might well be coordinated with the
issuance of report cards by the teacher.

Likewise, a parent

may wish to talk with the teacher for clarification of a
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report card immediately after issuance.

It is not implied

that individual conferences always take place close to
However, in 33.3 per cent of

report card issuance dates.

the schools scheduling many parents for conferences and
cards, they are coordinated by holding them near the report
card time.
The conference is alternated with the report card in

8.3 per cent of the schools.

These schools conduct a con-

ference in lieu of the first report card in the fall.
the next reporting period a card is issued.

On

At the end of

the third reporting period, the second conference is held
and another report card is then issued at the close of
school.

Respondents indicated that this particular tech-

nique seems to work well.

The fall conference allows the

teacher to become better acquainted with the parents and
plan for the remaining three-fourths of the school year.
The spring conference allows a follow-up and is conveniently
timed to discuss such things as retention, promotion, and
additional plans for the child for the following year.
Another

4.6

per cent of the schools are working on

the coordination of conferences and cards.

Fifty per cent

did not indicate their practices in regard to this question.
Do you have

~

sample of you'r way of notifying

~

parents of their conference appointment that the writer may
have?

(~uestion

Twenty-two).

The respondents indicated
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their notification practices by the following answers:
Yes,

12 • .5 per cent;

No,

41.6 per cent;

and Not indicated,

4.5.8

per cent.

Samples from 12.5 per cent of the schools using standardized
forms may be seen in Appendix A.
answered

11 No, 11

Where the respondents

one can only speculate that they did not have

a copy of their method of notifying parents or that their
method is other than a bulletin or printed form.

The

samples received were duplicated bulletins explaining the
desirability of keeping the conference appointment and other
pertinent information.

The bottom portion of the bulletin

was designed to be used as a signed confirmation slip to be
returned.

The top portion, which contained a reminder of

the appointment date, was to be retained by the parents.
Do you have .! sample of the form .£!: technique you

~

for scheduling conferences, for the convenience of parents
with several children in different rooms, that the writer
may have? (Question Twenty-three).
question indicate that only
such a technique.

4.6

The responses to this

per cent of the schools use

The i'orm for this purpose may be seen in

Appendix B and is fully explained in the section of Scheduling the Conference, Chapter III.

This technique of giving

simultaneous appointments to parents having several children
in different rooms is best utilized in the school-day
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conferences that are closely scheduled.

Definite implica-

tions can be seen here for the 20.8 per cent of the schools
planning to provide released time for the school-day .£.2..n,ferences (indicated in the answers to Question Six) •

.£2 you

~

.!. written plan

.2!: guide for carrying on

the conference that the writer may

~?

(Question Twenty-

Responses were:

four).

Yes,

12.5

No,

37.5 per cent;

and Not indicated,

5o.o

per cent;

per cent.

By referring to Question Eleven and its responses, one can
see that the

12 •.5

per cent

11

Yes 11 answers to this question

(twenty-four) is over half of the 20.8 per cent of schools
providing a written guide for conducting the conference.
The guides provided the investigator are in the nature of a
form used to record the conference.

Each of these forms is

well organized and sufficiently brief to be practical.
However, a set of guidelines should be in the hands of every
teacher to assist her in conference techniques and to provide
her with some
ference.

11

do's" and

11

don't's" while conducting the con-

One might assume that the 37.5 per cent of the

schools reporting have no written guide or form for conducting the conference, or that if they have a form it is not
considered to be a guide for the conference.

Again, of

course, the "Not indicated" category is highly probable from
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the group of schools who do not use the conference technique.

II.

OPINIONNAIRE RESULTS

The opinions of the principals were desired on three
specific statements.

It was felt that the principal of the

school would be in a better position than any one person in
his given community to give the most informed opinion concerning report cards and conferences.

The investigator made

a special effort to get all respondents to indicate their
opinions on these statements.

He did so by making a per-

sonalized request to each principal in red pencil at the top
of questionnaires mailed.

Specific reference was made to

opinion statements at the meeting of the Chelan-Douglas
County Elementary Principal 1 s Association.

Ninety-two per

cent gave their opinions in the light of what they believe
and what they think their comrrru.nities would accept.
The respondents were asked to answer statements
according to this scale: Strongly agree, Agree, Neutral,
Disagree, and Strongly disagree.
~

parent-teacher conference "alone" is the best way

to report pupil progress to parent. (Statement one).
Opinions were expressed as follows:
Strongly agree,

o.o

Agree,

8.3 per cent;

Neutral,

8.3 per cent;

per cent;
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Disagree,
Strongly disagree,
and Not indicated,
Since

75.0 per cent;
4.6 per cent;
4.6 per cent.

75 per cent disagree with this statement, it is defi-

nite that Chelan and Douglas county principals do not think
the parent-teacher conference "alone" is the best means of
reporting, and it can be inferred they will not substitute
conferencing for their current practices.
The report card "alone" is the best way to report
pupil progress to parents.

{Statement Two).

This statement

reflected these opinions:

Agree,

o.o
o.o

Neutral,

8.3 per cent;

Strongly agree,

Disagree,

75.o

per cent;
per cent;

per cent;

Strongly disagree,

8.3 per cent;

and Not indicated,

8.3 per cent.

Here again the consensus of opinion is to "Disagree. 0

In

spite of the fact that 62.5 per cent of the schools use

75

report cards as their only regular means of reporting,
per cent of all schools do not believe it is the best

11

single 11

method to use.
A "combination" of parent-teacher conferences and
report cards is the best way of reporting pupil progress to
parents.

(Statement Three).

Opinions elicited were:
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Strongly agree,

75.o

Agree,

20.B per cent;

Neutral,
Disagree,
Strongly disagree,
and Not indicated,
The fact that

75

o.o
o.o
o.o
4.6

per cent;

per cent;
per cent;
per cent;
per cent.

per cent strongly agree with the statement

and an additional 20.8 per cent agree, coupled with no
respondents who disagree, leads to definite favorable implications about this combination technique for reporting and
counseling with parents.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS
I.

LITERATURE SUMMARY

More and more is being written about the parentteacher conference as its use is showing merit and gaining
recognition.

There are several strong advocates of the

conference: D'Evelyn (7), Barr {l), Langdon and Stout (13),
to mention a few.

The school has been given the responsi-

bility, within a new philosophy of education, of developing
more than the academic potentials of the pupils.
for a newer method of reporting to parents.

This calls

This new method

is the parent-teacher conference, more than simple reporting
to parents.

It is reporting plus counseling, a two-way pro-

cess of give and take, information and understanding being
acquired by teacher and parents alike.

The conference

method, however, is not without disadvantages.

The three

main drawbacks seem to be: (1) lack of teacher training in
conferencing, (2) lack of time and energy on the part of
teachers, and (3) lack of understanding of the parentteacher conference on the part of parents and administrators.
There are usually three types of conferences: (1)
planned or scheduled, (2) incidental, and (3) by telephone.
These conferences are held at school, home, and at chance
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meeting places in the community.

The most common time of

the conference is after regular school hours, but the best
and recommended time is during the regular school day.
Length varies from fifteen minutes to one hour.

Schools

have devised several ways of releasing teachers for conferences.

This is one of the hardest problems to overcome,

but through careful planning, study, and cooperation, it
can be done.
Teacher-training institutions and school districts,
through summer classes and in-service training programs,
are endeavoring to better train teachers for conferencing.
Guidelines for conducting the conference are becoming more
abundant.
~"'valuating

and recording the individual conference

is an important part of its value.

Also constant study and

modification of the continuing conference program are
needed.

One of the practical features of the conference

method is its adaptability to gradual change without
sacrificing its original aims.
The literature would seem to indicate that the
parent-teacher conference is well on its way to becoming a
part of the school curriculum.

II.

RESEARCH SUMMARY

The parent-teacher conference is playing an
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increasingly important role in Chelan and Douglas counties,
Washington.

Some schools have been using the conferences

for eleven years; others have used them only one year.

This

trend is also supported by the fact that several more schools
will install the conference program in the fall of 1959.

By

the year 1960, as determined by questionnaires and follow-up
interviews, $8.7 per cent of the Chelan and Douglas county
schools will be using parent-teacher conferences, either on
a school-wide basis or occasionally as needed.
More conferencing is carried on from kindergarten
through third grade than from fourth through eighth grade.
This practice is in keeping with D1 Evelyn 1 s (7:92) recommendation that the best counseling with parents can be done
when the child is in the formative years during kindergarten
and primary grades.

This, however, does not lessen the

value of conferences in grades four through eight.
Conferences are usually held two times a year, close
to the first and third reporting periods.

The length of

conferences varies from fifteen minutes to one hour.

Most

conferences are held after school, while a few schools provide released time by early dismissal.

An additional 20.8

per cent plan to provide released time beginning in the fall
of 1959.

A large majority of the schools reported that the

pupil does not participate in the actual talking together of
the teacher and parents; however, he might well be aware of
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the contents of the conference.
A printed conference guide for the teacher to study
is considered a good thing; a few schools provide them but
the ma jorfty do not.

Teachers generally prepare for con-

ferences by collecting samples of the child's work, studying cumulative records, and in other less tangible ways.
These conferences are recorded in the cumulative folder by
the teacher for her own use and future use by other teachers.
Parents have shown good participation in and acceptance of the parent-teacher conferences.

The average parent

participation during the scheduled conference time is
between eighty-five and ninety-five per cent.

Teachers

usually endeavor to make special appointments with parents
unable to attend at the regular time.

This acceptance of

the conference program may be attributed to the fact that
report cards are being used in coordination with the conferences.

Most schools issue a report card four times a year.

Two schools (8.3 per cent) alternate the report card and
conference, giving cards twice and holding conferences twice.
If a choice had to be made, the cards would be preferred over
the conferences, but there is a strong indication that a
combination is most desirable.
Ways of notifying parents of conference appointments
are about the same.

A bulletin is usually sent home with

pertinent information and a confirmation request slip.

One
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school, by a simple technique, makes it very convenient for
parents having several children in school by giving them
simultaneous appointments.
Principals of the schools in Chelan and Douglas
counties, in a three-question opinionnaire, indicated overwhelmingly that neither the conference "alone 11 nor the
report card ttalone" was the best way of reporting to parents.
The majority did, however, strongly agree that a combination
of the parent-teacher conference and report card was the
best way of reporting to parents.

III.

IMPLICATIONS

Through reading contemporary literature and through
study of parent-teacher conference practices in the elementary schools of Chelan and Douglas counties, the investigator1 s attention has been led to several implications here
presented in abbreviated form.

1.

There is a need for careful planning, study, and

evaluation when installing or operating a conference program.
2.

Adult education about the purposes and objectives

of conferences is necessary.

3.

Released time should be provided if the conference

program is to continue to succeed and be of its greatest
value.

4.

Regularly scheduled conferences should be held
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twice a year, preferably near the end of the first and third
reporting periods.

5.

There is definite need for college and in-ser-

vice training of teachers in conference techniques.

6.

Printed conference guides should be in the

hands of every teacher.

7.

Teachers should assUI11e the responsibility for

special appointments.

8.

Principals believe a combination of the confer-

ence and report card is the best way of reporting to parents,
but most of their schools are not doing this now.

They

should assume their leadership and guide their communities
in the way they believe the reporting system should go.

9.

The principal is the person to coordinate the

conference, set the schedule, and make the appointments for
the regular school-wide conferences.
10.

A parent-teacher conference program takes time,

effort, and money.

If conducted correctly, it is worth it.
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PARENT-TEACHER CONFERENCE NOTIFICATION BULLETIN
SCHOOL A
Dear

:

The eighth fall series of individual parent-teacher
conferences will be held at the school on the afternoons of
November 7-8 as announced in the October "Skooldaz." School
will be dismissed early on both afternoons to give the
teachers free time for the conferences. The first report
cards of this 19.57-.58 school year will be out on November
7th; some of the time of each conference will be centered on
them.
It is very desirable for both parents to come, but
each f arnily should be represented by at least one parent or
guardian. If Mother is working a day shift but Dad happens
to be on swing or graveyard, please see that Dad keeps the
appointment. If both are working a day shift, a later time
will be arranged, at your request.
Your appointment is on
Teacher

Child

,starting at
Time

P.M.
P.M.

Please come a half hour early for refreshments in the library.
Please return the slip below, not later than Monday, November

4.

-------------------------------Please check either item l or 2 below:
---1.

Appointment will be kept on

---2.

Unable to keep appointment.

,at

P.M.

If item 2 above is checked, please state here a
convenient time when you would be able to come to school for
a conference.
Date

Time of day _ __

Signature~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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PARENT-TEACHER CONFERENCE NOTIFICATION BULLETIN
SCHOOL B

Would it be possible for you to come to school for
your conference with me
P rogress on

regarding·--~~~~~~~~~~~-

--~~~~~~----~-

,from

to

-~--

--~~

o'clock?

If this time is unsuitable please indicate below
when you could come or you may call me.
Sincerely,

I

{can, cannot) come on

Other preference

------------------~~

at

------~--~

----~--~---------------------------------

Signed,

•

•
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PARENT-TEACHER CONFERENCE NOTIFICATION BULLETIN
SCHOOL C
Dear .Mr. and Mrs •

-~--------~~--

You are invited to Washington School to confer with
the teacher concerning
•a progress in school.
Since the teacher has many conferences with other
parents, it is necessary to schedule the time quite closely
and to limit the conference to
minutes. Will you
please come to room
on
at_______
o'clock p.m. If you are unable to meet this appointment,
please call the school tomorrow so another parent may be
scheduled for your time and we will try again for an appointment with you. We certainly encourage both parents to come
for the conference.
We feel that the development of the child into a
dependable, self-directed citizen is the joint responsibility
of the home and the school. What happens to him in either
place will affect his total behavior. It is, therefore, our
aim to develop with the parent ways which will result in a
maximum of success in individual growth for each child.
The attached sheet is designed to help direct your
thinking before you come to school for the conference.
Sincerely,

Principal
Tear off here and return to school tomorrow
------------------------------Teacher and Parent Conference
We will be able to come to school for the conference on
~-------~-----~~

at

Signature of parent

o'clock.
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TEACHER-PARENT CONFERENCE AREAS
I.

General Health Habits as Observed at Home
The physical health of a child is of utmost importance,
so we'd like to discuss your child's eating, sleeping,
and safety habits, his general growth and physical
well-being, or any particular health problem he may
have.

II.

Attitudes and Habits
Children establish lifelong attitudes and habits at
an early age. We'd like to share plans for helping
your child develop a sense of responsibility, or
self-discipline, or courtesy, and of co-operation.
We'd appreciate lmowing his special interests, hobbies,
and activities.

III.

School Progress
You will want to know how your child is progressing
in learning the fundamental skills or reading, writing,
speaking, and arithmetic; how he is beginning to learn
about the world around him through science and social
studies; and how he is expressing himself through
music, art, and rhythms. You will be interested in
the kinds of study habits your youngster is starting
to use, and in his interest in school activities.
Since there will be many things the home and school
can do together to foster and encourage learning, this
may be an important part of your conference.

IV.

Your conference may be a brief visit so that you and
your child's teacher can become acquainted and can
work together for his welfare. However, if your child
has particular needs or problems, we may wish to meet
several times to give him as much help as possible.

g xraNs:cicIV
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PARENT-TEACHER CONFERENCE SCHEDULI.NG FORM
SCHOOL A

Teacher
Wednesday

Thursday

1:00

1:00

1:15

1:15

1:30

1:30

1:45

1:45

2:00

2:00

2:15

2:15

2:30

2:30

2:45

2:45

3:00

3:00

3:1.5

3:15

3:30

3:30

3:45

3:45

4:00

4:00

4:15

4:15

4:30

4:30

4:45

4:45

Special appointments
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PARENT-TEACHER CONFERENCE RECORD FORM
SCHOOL A

Name of Child

Date

~~~~----~-------------

Conference with

----------~------~---

NOTE:

----------------

Relation with child

Please make at least one comment under each heading.
Use reverse side if more room is needed. If this
form is used for more than one conference, please
date each conference separately.

POINTS DISCUSSED:

INFORMA I'ION RECEIVED:
1

PLANS MADE WITH PARENTS:

ATTITUDE OF PARENTS:
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PARENT-TEACHER CONFERENCE RECORD FORM
SCHOOL B
Date

~~--~~~~~-

Name of Child
Room

Grade

~~~~~--

Teacher

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

When were parents contacted?

How did parents

How?~~~~

respond?~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Where was conference held?

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

People present at conference:

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

REASON FOR CONFERENCE:

DECISION REACHED:

ATTITUDE OI:t, PARENTS:

DATES FOR FUTURE CONFERENCES:

FOLLOW-UP CONCLUSIONS:
Date
Date

--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
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PARENT-TEACHER CONFERENCE RECORD FORM

SCHOOL C
Name
Time

Date

~----------------------------------~-----------

Parent

Teacher

---------------

-------~~------------------------~

Class

~-----------------------------

---------------~

Progress:
Scholastic

~--------------------------------------~

Social

----------------------------~--------------~

Ability____~~~~------------------------------~
Improvement Areas
------------------~-----------------------

Parent Participation:
Attitude

------------------------------------------~

Cooperation

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Comm ents:
--------------------------------------------------Criticism

